Introduêtion
In recent papers (cf. [3] and [5] for an overview), methods of monotone operator theory were applied for proving the existence of a solution to various classes of nonlinear g ingular integral and integro-differential equations of-Cauchy type. In particular, in [4] by means of the theory of pseudO-monotone operators, the authol proves )an existence theoiem for a class of singular integro-differential equations of second order with linear main part. In the present paper we extend this approach to a corresponding class of second-order equations with nonlinear main part. Moreover, a class of nonlinear integral equations occuring in contact problems of elasticity theory -• [2] are reduced to special singular integro-differential equations of, this type.
N

I. Fornulation of problem
We deal with th& nonlinear singular iiUegro-differential equation
_(P(u'))' + Q(U ').+ S[u] '-fiS[il]
S +(u) u' !'f Atp(u) = f on [-a, a] under the boundary conditions u(. .
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The data fulfil the basic Assumptions I: (i) P Q are continuous functions on IR satisfying the growth conditions
for any U E IR with positive constants c, d 1, i = 1, 2, and some p E [2, co).
(ii)y,ÔEL,0(-a,a).
(iii) /, ) E L1(-a, a).
(iv) a;fl E IR.
. '-- In the sequel we are looking for generalized sàl-idlone u E *'(-a, a) of (1) which are defined by the integral identity -
The problem (3) is-equivalent to the operator equation 
where A := A 0 ± A 1 + A 2 , the operators Ak : X k = 0,1,2, are defined by (A/,u, v)1 : = ak(u, v) for u, V E X and b E X' is defind by (4). Namely, since / E The operator A 0 is bounded since by (6) we have ll A oull ho(JJu hl) . Further A 0 is continuou as follows from the estimations -
Under assumptions (i) the Neitskyi operators of P and Q are continuous from
, the assertion follows.
In view of (7) the linear operator A 1 i bounded and continuous. Finally, the operator A2 is completely continuous in the-sense that it maps weakl convergent.sequences (towards u E X) into strongly convergent ones (towards-A 2 ' ft E X*). Namely, let u u in X. Then 11u,,11 5 Const and, due to the compact imbed-
tends to zero as n co. As a completely continuous operator, .4 2 isbounded, too.
For proving the monotonicity of the operator B = A 0 + A-1 we make the additional A'sumptions II:
(i) There exist constants co > 0 and d0 ^ 0 such that -
(ii) y)yo>°,°• (iii) There holds the inequality, with A := Ifr51IL,
Then we have
By means of the elementary inequality 2wz iw + z2/z there follows
for any 4 u > 0. In the sequel we choose
-.
• --2Ad0a + 
where 0 < r ' :E^: p -1 and in case of r = p -1 there holds the inequality
where ,, with 2 = 2/n is the constant in the generalized Wirtinger inequality below.
(ii) 2(x) ^>_ 0 and there exists a constant v ^ 0 such that
Remark: Obviously, the conditions (2) and (10) for P are fulfilled for functions of type P(U) = UP 2 U being moreover monotonically increasing. Further the condition (8) for P is satisfied if P possesses a derivative ,greater than a positive cQnstant. Therefore the conditions (2), (8),-and (10) for P (in case of p > 2) are especially fulfilled for functionsof the form P(U)
The condition (10) for Q implies the condition (2) 'and the Lipschitz condition (8) for Q is; 
• V V V V where vo : = v 2 dx and we further used that 0(u) u' dx = 0 for u € W'a, a).
In the following we introduce the equivalent norm -11-11 0 in IV,'(-a, a) defined by
Noll : = iiu IL9 If r <p -1, we put s = pfr and t the exponent conjugate to 8and (-a a) 3. Application to integral equations .
S
We-consider the integral equation Equation (14) (with constant coefficients 6, y) occurs in a plane contact problem of denting a stamp into a plate with rough surface, where v is the sought function of the contact pressure, F the function describing the form of the basis of the stamp, Pthe tangential pressure on the surface.of the plate as function of v and Q a characteristic quantity for the roughness of the surface of the plate ("dislocation of micro-roughness") also asa function of v (cf. [2] ).
We again Aifferentiate the equation (14) (14)with (15) under certain monotonicity assumptions on-the functions P and Q without assuming an inequality-of the form (9). In pa'rticular h assumes that, if 6 is a negative constant, Q is a nonnegative increasing continuous funtion on IR, with Q(0) = 0 and the Nemitskyi operator of the integral of Q in (14) is a 'monotone operator on a certain class of nonnegative function. I -The corresponding assumption in our treatment of (solutions with arbitrary sign of) the .equation (14) 
